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Bakhtin’s dialogue / Poetics as a dialogue
? The background of Open Dialogue ?
Sachiko IGARASHI
?This paper aims to clarify the dialogue of the Open Dialogue and the poetics of Bakhtin 
as its ideological background. He says that we are occupied by words of other in double 
sense. One is that we cannot recognize the object without words of other, another is that 
we cannot talk without expecting listener’s response. Bakhtin compares such way of being 
to novel, and demands poetics as non-sense which denies single plot and righteousness. 
Dostoevsky=Bakhtin opens up the poetic space / space of dialogue that allows countless 
voices to arise together. Bakhtin ﬁnds a carnival as to overturn the order and Socratic dialogue 
in this space. In the Open Dialogue / dialogue as a carnival, we celebrate death and rebirth, 
and will heal. 
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